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ABSTRACT - An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) or a
drone is an aircraft without a pilot that usually flies
over preprogrammed way-points or controlled by a
ground control unit. Recently, the use of drones has
been actively studied in civilian fields, as opposed to
the military use, such as monitoring oil/gas pipelines,
assessing damaged power lines, delivering
commercial items, collecting aerial shots, and aiding
healthcare. This talk will focus on new findings in the
use of drones and how the OR techniques/methods
are used to optimize drone operations. The first
problem I will talk about is a routine drug delivery
problem using drones for patients with chronic
diseases, who are required to visit clinics for routine
health examinations in rural areas. The second
problem is about extending drone flight durations for
a routine surveillance mission such as border patrol.
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of Industrial Engineering at the University of Houston (UH). He is a fellow of IISE. His research interests are
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INFORMS awards including the Pierskalla Best Paper Award, Moving Spirit Award, and Volunteer Service
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